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What is Osmo?

- Gaming accessory that enables digital and physical play
- Created for ages 4-12
- Works with iPad, iPhone Fire Tablet
- Total of 12 “games”
- Kits can be purchased together or separately

Osmo Kits and Games: https://www.playosmo.com/en/shopping/
Osmo in Schools

- Promotes 4C’s: collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, communication
- Digital play with real time feedback
- Customer Support and Teacher Training
- Easy to set up, introduce and oversee
- Osmo Ambassador Program
- K-6 Lesson plan database

https://resources.playosmo.com/

https://my.playosmo.com/en/schools/lesson-plans
Osmo Words

- Teaches spelling and critical thinking skills
- Use letter tiles to spell answers
- Provides clues to mystery words
- Great for letter recognition and decoding
- Differentiated instruction
- Connects images to words
- Customizable using myOsmo

Price of game- $19 for word tiles or included in bundled kits (various prices)
Osmo Numbers

- Concepts/skills covered: counting, relative values, addition and multiplication
- Use physical tiles of dots and digits
- Students experiment with multiple solution

Price of Game: $29
Osmo Tangram

- Spatial relational skills
- Visual problem solving
- Uses tangible puzzle pieces
- Match on screen shapes
- Levels get harder as the game advances
- Uses visual and audio feedback
- Over 500 puzzles to complete

Price of Game: varies (included in the 2 starter kits)
Osmo Pizza Co.

- Math, money, fractions and non-verbal communication
- Fast paced mental math
- Basic Business Concepts

Price of Game- $39
Osmo

Masterpiece

- Drawing and creative confidence
- Turns device into drawing tool
- Use paper OR Osmo whiteboard
- Ready to draw options or take photos with device
- Use the screen as interactive guide

Price of game-free app download, Osmo Whiteboard-$49
Osmo Monster

- Brings drawings to life
- Students help Mo to create the world around him and take him on an adventure
- New vocabulary and comprehension through interaction
- Drawing skills and builds creative confidence

Price of Game- $49
Osmo Newton

- Fosters creative problem solving skills
- Students guide falling balls into targeted zones
- 60 levels of increasing difficulty
- Forces students to think in new ways

Price of game- free app download, Osmo Whiteboard-$49
Osmo Coding

- Logic, problem solving skills and coding
- Easy way to introduce coding to younger students
- Uses tangible blocks with an interactive game
- Multiple students can code at the same time
- Fosters collaboration
- Coding blocks can be used with all coding games
- Created using research of computer programming education

Price of game- $49
Osmo Coding Jam

- Advanced coding concepts and how to create music
- Pattern Recognition
- Use real world block coding
- Share blocks across coding games
- Creative coding to show rhythm, harmony and melody

Price of Game - $59
Osmo Wrap-Up!

Questions?

Takeaways?

Ideas for Incorporation!

Exploration!
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